Abstract. Superconductivity has been pursuing the world of digital electronics ever since 1956. During all this time its supporters have emphasized the 'obvious' advantages of 'low power' and 'unmatched device speed'. However, still no digital electronics product is in a system; silicon-based digital devices overwhelm all others in the applications world. This is true today, in spite of even faster superconductive devices and circuits as well as greatly reduced power. The major issues that must be faced and resolved in order to insert this immature technology into the market place are the following.
(i) What is the problem for which we are the enabling solution?
(ii) Is it important enough to warrant the 'inconvenience' of cryogenics? (iii) Can we make the cryogenics 'transparent' to the user? (iv) Can we interface to the ubiquitous room-temperature electronics? (v) At what size (chip count, MCM count) are we attractive?
In spite of the customer reluctance, there are some very important niches which this technology can fit provided that we take lessons from those which support the silicon 'master'. Magnetics (data storage), GaAs (optical communications) and optics (communications, storage) are all examples. These questions of system applications, examples of small-or large-scale uses and the problems to be solved will be discussed together with competing technology alternatives.
Background
Superconductivity has been strenuously working to insert itself into the rapidly moving stream of digital electronics for over 40 years. The 'inconvenience' of cryogenics has been a major inhibitor to joining the flow of technology to customers. However, the most important factor has been the ability of room-temperature electronics to improve 
at such a pace that customer needs have been almost completely satisfied by semiconductor devices. This is still essentially true today. Nevertheless, there is a sense of approaching limitations, at least for some significant applications, particularly when exceptionally high speeds are demanded. In addition, the difficulty of cooling room-temperature electronics is becoming more evident as complexity and part count keep rising.
Prospects
The prospective market in which superconductive products hope to compete is really two: military and commercial, which are driven by different priorities. Military systems focus on performance; the commercial world emphasizes market. In the first customer set, one must enable a capability, whereas the commercial product needs an acceptable cost and attractive profit. The difference in motivation results in a difference in system size which is acceptable. The perceived 'penalty' is the cryocooler size and power. It is very difficult to 'sell' a commercial digital electronics product which uses several chips at cryogenic temperatures and in particular when the refrigerator calls for hundreds of watts of input power. Very often semiconductor chips and circuits operating at the tens of watts level per chip will accomplish what is needed at room temperature. On the other hand, larger chip count functions can amortize the added cost. Improvements in processing have brought the state of the art of lowtemperature device fabrication to the point where one can honestly consider chips with a complexity of ten thousand gates or more. Given this capability we need to evaluate and pursue hard the products which could be developed and successfully competed in a semiconductor world or, better yet, augment what they can do by filling a void. The latter mode is the basis of the success of magnetics and optics. Note that their insertion was at the roomtemperature interface. Table 1 lists a number of functional elements which have been demonstrated to some level of performance. A number of candidate uses for these items are listed in the vertical columns at the table. It is clear that the technology has many opportunities to contribute. It takes time to do this, but, as time passes, alternatives and 'work-arounds' of lesser capability will be found. It takes money. As history tells us, money comes from the profits made on products sold. Consequently, as we look at these application areas, or others, we need to focus on what our common or joint resources can accomplish. We must compete in the market. We cannot be a 'me too' mentality, i.e. our entry must not only surpass the present competition but anticipate its future position and do so honestly.
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